Mechanistic studies of photoinduced spin crossover and electron transfer in inorganic complexes.
Electronic excited-state phenomena provide a compelling intersection of fundamental and applied research interests in the chemical sciences. This holds true for coordination chemistry, where harnessing the strong optical absorption and photocatalytic activity of compounds depends on our ability to control fundamental physical and chemical phenomena associated with the nonadiabatic dynamics of electronic excited states. The central events of excited-state chemistry can critically influence the dynamics of electronic excited states, including internal conversion (transitions between distinct electronic states) and intersystem crossing (transitions between electronic states with different spin multiplicities), events governed by nonadiabatic interactions between electronic states in close proximity to conical intersections, as well as solvation and electron transfer. The diversity of electronic and nuclear dynamics also makes the robust interpretation of experimental measurements challenging. Developments in theory, simulation, and experiment can all help address the interpretation and understanding of chemical dynamics in organometallic and coordination chemistry. Synthesis presents the opportunity to chemically engineer the strength and symmetry of the metal-ligand interactions. This chemical control can be exploited to understand the influence of electronic ground state properties on electronic excited-state dynamics. New time-resolved experimental methods and the insightful exploitation of established methods have an important role in understanding, and ideally controlling, the photophysics and photochemistry of transition metal complexes. Techniques that can disentangle the coupled motion of electrons and nuclear dynamics warrant emphasis. We present a review of electron localization dynamics in charge transfer excited states and the dynamics of photoinitiated spin crossover dynamics. Both electron localization and spin crossover have been investigated by numerous research groups with femtosecond resolution spectroscopy, but challenges in experimental interpretation have left significant uncertainty about the molecular properties that control these phenomena. Our Account will emphasize how tailoring the experimental probe, femtosecond resolution vibrational anisotropy for electron localization, and femtosecond resolution hard X-ray fluorescence for spin crossover can make a significant impact on the interpretability of experimental measurements. The emphasis on thorough and robust interpretation has also led to an emphasis on simpler molecular systems. This enables iteration between experiment and theory, a requirement for the development of a more predictive understanding of electronic excited-state phenomena and an essential step to the development of design rules for solar materials.